Policy Regarding the Use of the National Guardianship Association’s Standards of Practice and Agency Standards

Approved by the NGA Board of Directors

1. The National Guardianship Association (NGA) supports and encourages the adoption and/or use of the NGA Standards of Practice (Practice Standards) and Standards of Practice for Agencies and Programs Providing Guardianship Services (Agency Standards) by professional organizations, guardianship agencies and programs, guardianship associations, legislatures, courts, or any other entity desirous of bringing excellence to the practice of guardianship.

2. NGA will provide support and assistance to any entity in the furtherance of the adoption, use or implementation of the Practice Standards and Agency Standards.

3. NGA recognizes that entities may desire to adopt or incorporate the Practice Standards or Agency Standards as an element of state law, court rules or procedures, or organizational policies or procedures. In so doing, the adopting entity may find it appropriate to supplement or amend specific sections of the Standards to conform to state law or practice. NGA does not discourage such modification, but requires written consent from the NGA board of directors prior to incorporation of any material modifications and appropriate attribution to the National Guardianship Association.

4. NGA welcomes and encourages any entity to link to the Practice Standards or Agency Standards at www.guardianship.org.

5. NGA holds a registered copyright to the Practice Standards and to the Agency Standards. No part of either of these publications may be reproduced for any purpose other than not-for-profit educational purposes without express permission from NGA.

6. NGA may grant a license to [and require an annual fee from] any for-profit entity that wishes to reproduce either the Practice Standards or the Agency Standards under any circumstance in which that entity would profit or gain revenue from such reproduction, provided:

   a. The proposed licensee informs NGA of its desire to reproduce either document;
   b. The request is made in advance, in writing, specifying the name of the entity seeking the license and the proposed method of reproduction and distribution.
   c. Any use or reproduction retains appropriate attribution to the National Guardianship Association.

Approved language for attribution of Practice Standards: Reprinted for educational purposes by permission of the National Guardianship Association. Copyright 2013 National Guardianship Association.

Approved language for attribution of Agency Standards: Reprinted for educational purposes by permission of the National Guardianship Association. Copyright 2016 National Guardianship Association.